Vidyo links for IMC19

**VC 1:**

**Vidyo room:**
Masterclasses_2019_VC1

**Direct link:**
https://vidyoportal.cern.ch/join/3sGCerNrQV

**Via H323:**
Dial the IP address of the Vidyo gateway: 188.184.66.56 or 207.75.165.84
Once the connection is established with the gateway, dial in the meeting room extension: 1052093, followed by the "#" key.

**Via GNU/Linux computers:**
These are supposed to access Vidyo via WEBRTC. Please use the following URL:
https://vidyowebrtc.cern.ch/web/index.html?portal=https://vidyoportal.cern.ch&roomKey=3sGCerNrQV

---

**VC 2:**

**Vidyo room:**
Masterclasses_2019_VC2

**Direct link:**
https://vidyoportal.cern.ch/join/ye8a5NXdyHJM

**Via H323:**
Dial the IP address of the Vidyo gateway: 188.184.66.56 or 207.75.165.84
Once the connection is established with the gateway, dial in the meeting room extension: 1010004, followed by the "#" key.

**If you connect via GNU/Linux computers:**
These are supposed to access Vidyo via WEBRTC. Please use the following URL:
https://vidyowebrtc.cern.ch/web/index.html?portal=https://vidyoportal.cern.ch&roomKey=ye8a5NXdyHJM

---

The correct Vidyo room (VC 1 or VC 2) for your Masterclass can be seen from the schedule:
www.physicsmasterclasses.org/index.php?cat=schedule

**More instructions on vidyo:** http://information-technology.web.cern.ch/services/fe/vidyo

**Vidyo support:** vidyo-support@cern.ch